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INTRODUCTION

A review of selected portions of the ARHCOwaste tank farm monitoring

methods and systems was made. Only preliminary evaluations were made as the

study was carried out over a period of only ten days. The study was reques-

ted by the Operations Support Engineering Department of ARHCOand the objec-

tives as developed were divided into four tasks. Briefly, these were"

Task I. Evaluation of the waste tank dry well monitoring and data process-

ing systems.

Task 2. Evaluation of the accuracy (and precision) of material balance

calculations for transfers from one tank to another tank.

Task 3. Evaluation of the capabilities of material balance techniques for

the detection of leaks in evaporator bottoms loop systems.

Task 4. Evaluation of the general operability of liquid level instrument

systems currently in use and alternatives to these systems.

The objectives of these tasks are restated in more detail in each of

the sections below.

An overview of the entire Hanford radioactive waste program including

a limited description of the physical equipment involved can be found in

PWM-530, Hanford Radioactive Waste Management Plans. Documentation related

- directly to this study would also include HW-83218, First In-Tank Waste

Solidification Unit Information Manual and RL-SEP-306, 242-T Evaporator

Facility Information Manual.

Additional efforts have been initiated to establish an overall R&D

program to more fully evaluate these systems and other factors relative to

the successful operation of the ARHCOtank farm system.
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REVIEWOF ARHCOWASTETANKDRYWELL

MONITORINGSYSTEM(Task I)

G. Jansen and J. N. Hartley

Task 1 of this study is concerned with the review of the waste tank

dry well monitoring system. The objectives of this task were:

(I) To review the present dry well monitoring systems

(2) To determine the ultimate leak detection capabilities of an

idealized dry well monitoring system such as the size of leak

that can be detected, the number of dry wells needed and the

monitoring frequency required

(3) To review the flow of dry well logging data and the data

analysis system

(4) To develop alternatives to the present system.

SUMMARY

It is clear that in the absence of leak spreading inhomogeneities in

the soil, very large leaks could occur before they could be detected by

dry wells. They would certainly be detected by an effective liquid level

monitor within the tank long before they reached this size.* In the absence

of a reliable liquid level monitor, the installation of laterals beneath the

tank could reduce the undetected leak size.

* The two liquid level measuring devices now in use are the tape and the
FIC system. Technical discussions of these instrument systems are
presented under the fourth task in this study.

_i n ,
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The followingstatementssummarizethe generalconclusionsthat can be

reachedabout the use of dry well monitoringand data processing:

• The overallreliabilityof currentdry well monitoringsystems

would be improvedif modifiedto providetwo independentlyfunc-

tioninginformationflow paths from the point of monitoringto

the decisionpoint. One of these systemsshould be personnel-

activatedand the other automaticallyrealized. Thiswould

providefor a more reliablesystem for evaluatingthe data

obtainedfrom dry well logging. A numberof minor modifications

could also be made to improvethe system. These could include

instrumentcalibration,betterdepth determination,operator

training,writingof standardprocedures,referencedry wells with

known properties,neutronmoisturemonitors,greaterprobe range

capabilities,and more prompt data processing.

• The placingof three or four dry wells per tank to includeall the

tanks in the tank farms shouldbe completedas soon as possible.

This will providefor a more completemonitoringsystemand provide

data for characterizationof the microgeologyof the tank farms.

• In some circumstances,the currentsystemof dry wells is unableto

detect leaks from the centerof the tank bottomuntil they get very

large. For tanks in which liquid levelmonitorsare not presentor

reliable,lateralsplacedbeneaththe tanks in additionto dry wells
,j

would providea more effectiveleak detectionsystem. Lateralsare

currentlyused only in the A and SX farms.

• The monitoringintervalshouldbe of the same magnitudeas the time

to stop the leak, which is about one day.
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• The presentsystem of operator-activatedwell loggingequipment

is incapableof being modified to achievethe desiredmonitoring

frequencyfor alI dry welIs.

• A permanenttotal radiationlevel detectionsystemwould provide

the desiredmonitoringfrequencyfor leak detection. Appreciable

instrumentdevelopmentwork would be requiredto perfectsucha

system but we believe it is necessary. A systemcould be developed

and put in place in each dry well and lateral,with the present

system to be used only when a change is detectedby the permanent

system. The permanentsystem could containlocal alarmsas well

as a computer-controlleddata loggingsystem.

• Permeabilitymeasurementsin selectedsamplesfrom the monitoring

wells drilledfor soil characterizationsare needed so that they

can be used in hydrologicalmodels.

• Sufficienthydrologicalmodel developmentshouldbe done and

enough hypotheticalbase cases should be run to give a rough idea

of the peculiaritiesof leak-soilinteractionsin each tank farm.

• A data displaysystem for tank farm data similarto the one for the

groundwatertable of the Hanfordprojectwould providefor quick

backgroundreferenceby technicalpersonnel,management,decision-

makers in ARHCO, and AEC monitors. This would be particularly

valuable in educatinga wide range of people to the implications

of a leak event.

• A capabilityfor "quickand dirty" engineeringanalysisby the

OperationSupportEngineeringDepartmentbased on the geological

and hydrologicalknowledgeof the ARHCO R&D Departmentand BNW Land

and Water ResourcesDepartmentwould contributeto the early evalua-

tion of a leak so that its size might be reduced.
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SYSTEMDESCRIPTION

Logging of dry v:ells adjacent to the waste tanks is used to detect the

presence of radionuclidcs in the soil around and belleath the tanks. Tilis system,

in conjunction with liquid level measurements, provides a means of initially detect-

ing leaks and allows tile monitoring of tile movement of a tanl / leak.

The logging system is manually operated and consists basically of a

scintillation probe, a hoisting winch, a count rate meter and _ paper punch or

recorder. This equipment is mounted in a carryall trucl,. This truck is driven into

position at a dry well site, the probe is lo;,,ered down the dry well (usually about lO0

feet deep) and then auto_.qatically raised at a constant predetermincd rate. The data

is logged by a tape punch in tile 200-East tank farms and by a recorder in the

200-LFest tank farms. At the end of each day after logging about 20 wells the

operator sends the punch tape to the UHIVAC ll08 in the Federal Building for

processing or delivers the recorder strip chart to the data analysis personnel.

The overall system consists of logging the dry wells, sending the punch

tape to CSC or delivering strip charts to data analysis personnel, and then data

compilation and filing. The computer is used in the present system to print out

a list of changes that have occurred in readings and to plot graphs of depth versus

counts per minute for the wells that have changed. Often 3 or 4 days of turn-

around time elapses before the data is seen by tile data analysis personnel.

The frequency of dry well monitoring presently is at one-month or one-;'eel"

intervals, depending on the contents of tlle tanl: being monitored. The numbcr of

dry wells around each tanl. varies fro:n 0 to about 9but inost have about 4.
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LEAK ['! !'CIIOI, _ CAPADILIiIES OF Ar_ ][)EAIIZED DRYWELLSYSTEH

• . The degree of soil saturaticn with moisture by a leak varies continuously

from lO0 percent near the point of the leak origin down to less than lO percent in

the far distant soil• The permeability of the soil to water flow is a function of

the soil particle size distribution, particle shape cementation, and indeterminate

factors, and it decreases logarithmically as the saturation is decreased, with the

water nearly immobile at 25 percent saturation. The leak movement is driven by the

pressure head within the tank, the force of gravity on the leak volume itself, and

capillary forces. In a homogeneous medium the shape of the leak, the percent satura-

tion, and the rate of leakage are a function of these forces, with the leak shape

varying from hemispherical for capillary action only, or spherical (for sissile drop-

like) with capillary action and gravity predominating, to conical with the tank

pressure head and gravity predominating. In heterogeneous media like the Hanford

soil, differences in permeability from layer to layer can cause the leak to spread

out preferentially at layer boundaries. (This is called feathering.) In an extreme

case a relatively impermeable caliche layer (crust of calcium carbonate) can inhibit

downward penetration. The complex behavior in leaks can then only be understood

with rather detailed computer modeling based on painstaking characterization of

the microgeological parameters and taking hours of computer time to follow the

progress of a single hypothetical leak.

With the above factors in mind, the pre_ent study was undertaken to

estimate the maximumvolume of leaks that could escape being detected by dry wells

under various conditions. The following assumptions were made:

I. The leak has a sharp boundary and spreads out as a cone with the

point of leakage as its apex and a horizontal base.

2. The angle the surface of the cone makes with the vertical axis

is 30°, 45°, or 60°.
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3. The degree of saturationwithin the leak (basedon 33 percent

• void volume in the soil at I00% saturation)is 25%, 50%, or I00%.

4. The leak is detectedwhen the edge of the base of the cone reachesa

dry well, or when the b_se reaches a horizontal impermeable layer

which spruads it out, or when the base intersects a lateral

beneath a tank.

5. Tile ring of dry _ells is placed 8 feet from tile tank wall.

6. The leak rate is 1.6 gallons per minute. (This is characteristic

of the calculated average 106T leak rate.)

7. The void fraction in the soil is 0.33.
f

With additional effort and a better knowledge of the interaction of tile

hydrological parameters, a probablistic model of tile leak detection system could be

developed, resulting in a most probable size leak that could be detected and the

distribution of leak sizes. The current study, however, is limited to worst case

situations.

The leak rate of 1.6 gallons per minute as used here is typical of the aver-

age leak rate from the 106T tank. This corresponds to the leak rate from a circular

hole with a 2.8-inch diameter, with 4 feet of water head above the hole, leaking in

I00% saturated flow into coarse sand with a permeability of lO0 ft/day and a hemi-

spherical leak shape. Since most of the resistance to flow is in the sand near the

hole, the leak would be at a constant rate (assuming a constant head in the tank).

With the same assumptions, the leak rate from a crack would decrease with time

because the resistance to flow is more evenly distributed throughout the leak volume.

' Effect of Leak Location and Shape on Dry llell LeaF, Detection Ca_,abilities

With allowances for the tank wall thicLness, the footing extcnding fro'.,_

the bottom of the tank, and the debris at the toe of the footing, a dry well can he



placed about 8 feet from the inside wall of the tank. The volume of leaks at

incipient detection by a continuously monitored ring of dry wells (a very large

number of dry wells are placed in this ring) is shovm in Figures la, Ib and Ic

for 25%, 50% and I005 saturation and for cone angles of 300 45o o, and 60 . (The

data used in these figures are given in Appendix A.) The ordinate is the depth

at which the leak is detected.

" O/

For example, for 50,o saturation, if the leak is at the edge of the tank it

would be detected at depths of 4 to 14 feet below the leak point when the volume had

reached 380 to 1150 gallons, depending on the cone angle. If the leak is at the

center of the tank it could reach a size of 68,000 to 200,000 gallons before being

detected by the dry v_'ell ring at depths of 26 to 78 feet. If the leak at the center

of the tank (or anywhere else) reachGd an ip_penqeable layer at a depth of 15 feet,

which caused it to spread out rapidly without an increase in volume, the minimunl

detectable leak volume would range from 1500 gallons to 12,000 gallons. The true

effects of the layering of strata can only be determined by detailed models.

Effect of Number of Dry Wells on Leak Detection Capability

Since most of the leaks seem to occur at the edge of a tank, the effect

of the number of evenly spaced dry wells in the ring upon the maximumsize of this

type of leak not detected was estimated. The results are presented in Figures 2a,

2b and 2c and in Appendix B. The maximumsize undetected leak occurs halfway

between a pair of dry wells and would be in the range I00,000 to 1,000,000 gallons
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FIGURE2a. Detectable Waste Volume By Drywell Monitors
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FIGURE2b. DetectableWaste Volume By DrywellMonitors
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if only two wells were present. The current tank farm dry well distribution,

sur?lied by ARHCO,is given in Figures 3a, 3b, and 3c. The number of dry wells per

tank ranges from zero for Tank II2T to nine for Tank I05A.

Increasing the number of dry wells rapidly reduces the size of the

undetected leak by reducing the distance to the nearest dry well. For example,

with 50% saturation the leak size with the three dry wells ranges from 56,000 to

167,000 gallons and with four dry wells it ranges from 26,000 to 78,000 gallons.

Ten dry wells would detect 2600 to 7900 gallon leaks, while an infinite number of

wells would detect 380 to 1150 gallon leaks. The presence of stratification in

the microgeology would again reduce the maxin_.umundetected leak size. It appears

that four dry wells per tank might be a reasonable compromise between a poor detection

capability and a large number of dry wells, but the cost of drilling a large number

of wells and the unmanageability of a large well monitoring schedule would be

important factors. The current drilling of dry wells should be accelerated to place

3 or 4 wells around each tank.

Effect of Monitoring Frequency on Leak Detection Capability

The current monitoring system logs the existing wells at a rate of

generally once per month, or at most once per weel'. Drilling additional dry wells

would put an additional load on the present system and increasing the monitoring

frequency significantly would also load this system. The following analysis attempts

to put the monitoring frequency into perspective.

The time for a leak to reach a dry well is given by"

VOLUI._,EOF LEAK REACHINGWELL
TIME FOR LEAK TO REACH WELL =

LEAK RATE

The maximum time to detect a leak includes the monitoring interval"

MAXIMUMTIME TO DETECTLEAK : MONITORINGINTERVAL+ TIME FORLEAK TO REACHWELL
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FIGURE3b. ARHCOWaste Tank Layout
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The volu_:e of tile leak at detection is then

, I,_A)_..,_,:.,\'OLUIIEOF LEAK AT DETECTIO,i II_.',E = LEA_' RATE* r.:or.:lrORl_,_Ir_TEI!VAL+

DETECIAF_LELEAK VOLU:',E

However the total volume of the leak by the time it is stopped is dependent on _.i_

sum of tile travel time, the monitoring interval and the correcti,,,c response time.

I._AXII.',U;.IlII._E TO STOPLEAK = I._OI.,'ITORII;GII_TERVAL+ TII,',E FORLEAK TO REACHHELL +

TIME TO COIIPLETECORRECTIVEACTIOH

MAX".....' "_t.au,,,VOLUHEOF LEAK = LEAK P_;_TE* (I.!O[,_ITO_i!_GII,ITERV/',L+ TII.]E TO CO,.,PLETECOr,-

RECTIVE/'CTIO_,) + LEAK VOLU_.',EAS IT REAC_ES1*JELL

Thus it does little good to reduce any one or two of these times if the third time factor

remains large.

Response times to stop the leak are typically 12 hours to 3 or 4 days.

With a leak rate of 1.6 gpm the increi_:ental volume leaped during the response time

is llO0 to 9200 gallons. A monitoring interval of one day (2300 gallons) or one

shift (770 gallons) would seem acceptable. If the monitoring interval were reduced

to once per day for lO00 wells, a total of 50 trucks would be required at the current

duty of approximately 20 wells per truck per day_

Figure 4 shows the way in which the leak detection time for a leak at the

edge of the tank varies with the monitoring frequency and the number of dry wells

per tank for a cone angle of 45°'and 50% saturation. As the number of dry wells per

tank increases, short monitoring intervals becomemore important. For example, for

4 dry wells the maximumleak volume is 45,000 gallons "ith contiI_uous monitoring.

With once-per-weel" monitoring this is increased to 60,000 gallons. For 6 dry wells

the maxirium leak volume is 15,000 gallons with continueus monitoring and 30,000

gallons with once-per-weeP monitoring.

L

#,
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I

Effect of l._,terals on Leak Detection Cr:_:!:,ilities

; When leaks occur directly beneath a tank, dry wells l,_ay not detect the_;

until the leaks are quite large. The use of laterals beneath the tanks has been

proposed and sho;..,nto be feasible. (I)(2)(3) Laterals no,., exist beneath the A and

SX tank farms and are monitored periodically. Tile size of conical leaks when they

are detected by continuous monitoring is sho;,.'n in Figures 5a, 5b and 5c (and in

Appendix D) c,s a function of the depth of laterals below the tanl,. For example,

laterals. I0 feet below a tank could de_ect leaks with 50 percent saturation in the

range of 410 to 3800 gallons.

The spacing bet_,,een laterals is important because it is possible f,-
f

conical leal, s to pass bet_:een laterals and never be detected, no matter how large

they become. (Dry wells are not expected to have this disadvantage so long as the

leak continues to spread horizontally as it proceeds downward.) In Figure 6 the

required spacing is shown as a function of lateral depth and cone angle. For exam-

ple, a set of laterals I0 feet below a tank would have to have spacings less than

20 feet to detect the 1300 gallon leak for a 45° cone angle and 50% saturation.

The laterals currently in place have been drilled as rays from a caisson

so that they are not parallel. For example, the three-lateral systems beneath the

A and SX tanks vary in spacing from about 13 to 38 feet, while the five-lateral

system under Tank II3SX varies in spacing from about 7 to II feet for the segments

directly beneath the tanks.

(I) H. I.!. Stivers, "Leak Detection System for Doiling, Hi.qh Level Radioactive Waste
Storage Tanks (Scope al_d Design Crit(:ria", IIW-57_C9, October 7, 1958.

e

(2) H. W. Stivers, "Leal, Detection System for Active Tanks - Interim Report",
HW-60749, June 16, 1959.

' (3) W. A. l]aney, "Leak Detection - Underground Storage Tanl.s", II!.I-51026,
June 20, 1957.
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FIGURE 6. LateralSpacingRequirement
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POSSIBLE SYSTEMSIMPROVEMENTS

: The currentdry well Ir,,onitoringsystem consistsof a scintillationprobe,

hoisting winch, analyzer and a paper punch or recorder. This equipment is housed

in a carryall trucl:. When the well is to be monitored tile truck is positioned next

to a dry well and the operator lov:ers the probe to the bottom of the well. The

probe is then raised from the well at a constant rate _'hile measuring the radiation

! levels in the well. These levels are recorded on paper punch in the 200-East

tank farm and on a strip chart in the 200-1,!est tank farm. At the end of each day

the data are delivered to the data analysis personnel for processing. The paper

punch tape is sent to the UL'IVAC1108 in the Federal Building for processing and

the computed results are returned to the data analysis personnel.

After reviewing the flow of data from the monitoring site to the decision

makers it became apparent that several potential improvements could be made. Ti_ese

are discussed in the following paragraphs.

o Two independent and redundant paths for the flow of data from the

monitor to data analysis would improve the reliability of the current

dry well monitoring system. One of these paths could be a personnel-

activated system such as a strip chart recorder, data logging book,

etc., while the other system should be a nonpersonnel automatic

system such as keypunch, computer analysis and storage of data.

Reproducibility of the automatic system could be analyzed statisti-

cally. Currently its output is devalued because of system glitches

and slow turn-around times up to 3 of 4 days. Current practice for

• the nonautomatic system does not provide total operator awareness of

the data being recorded.
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• The computercould be better utilizedto analyzethe data from

the dry well. This could includecomparisonof data with base-

line data indicatingonly where a changeoccurred. Also trends

could be followedand analyzedand leak volumescould be estimated

from simplifiedmodels. The currentsystemtakes the data provided

on the paper punch and converts it to graphs of depth of well in

f_et versus radiation readings in counts per minute. Therefore,

the computer is being used only as a strip chart recorder. Also

data are printed out that show changes in radiation levels.

• Improved measuring techniques would allow for more reliable data.

Well depth could be measured more accurately so that there is a

better reference point for radiation measurements and data analysis.

• The paper tape could be checked at least once per day on a teletype

to be sure that tilepaper punch is functioningcorrectly.

Improveddata analysis and data handlingwould greatly help in

detecting leaks faster. The present system allows for too much time

to pass before a leak can be detected. The operator monitoringdry

wells could have baselineinformationon each tank so that he can

observeand report immediatelyany changesthat have occurredsince

his last monitoring. Where strip charts are used these could be

reviewed after each day's monitoring. Improved data analysis could

be done by the computer to show trends and changes.

• Improved equipment such as airconditioned trucks would help the

operator mal:e improved measurements. The instru_,_encation would

function more reliably if it were kept at a reasonable te_,_,perature

and kept free of dust and dirt.

s
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ALTERNATIVESTO THE CURRENTDRY WELL MONITORINGSYSTEM
i

The use of stationarymonitors in the dry wells that would detect

changeswould considerablyreduce the time that it takes to detecta leak. This

monitorcould be automatedfor telemeteringand analysisby the computerwith

very short intervalsbetweenmonitoring. As an examplea radiation-sensitivetape

or a stringof small GM tubes electricallyin parallelwith a count rate meter

at the wellheadcould be permanentlyleft in each dry well to measurethe total

radiationin the well but not the locationof the activity. This could be moni-

tored on demand by the ARHCO processcontrolcomputer. Also it could be

attached to an alarm system that would immediatelymake peopleaware of a

radiationchange in the well. At this time the regulardry well monitoring

systemcould be used to quantitativelymeasure the levelsthat are present,and

the locationof the activity.

Developmentof such a sensorand systemwould requirefurtherresearch.

It has been estimatedthat such a systemmight be developedand put in place (if

an acceleratedprogramis carriedout) within about one year of the onset of the

research. The generalprogramcould consistof (1) evaluatingpotentialsensors

and systemand developa conceptualdesign; (2) design,build and test prototype

system; (3) developfull-scalesystemand test; (4) define specificationsfor

the total system;and (5) installtotal permanentmonitoringsystem in all

dry welIs.

Anotheralternativethat could be furtherevaluatedis the use of

moisturemonitors such as a neutronprobe. It is generallybelievedthat the

water and nitrates presentin the waste will progressahead of the radionuclide

thus permittingearlierdetectionof a leak. Also the volume of liquidin a

leak could possiblybe more accuratelydeterminedby measurementsof the level

of moisture in the leak.
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The use of lateralsas previouslydiscussedin conjunctionwith dry

wells providesfor a more effectiveleak detectionsystem. The dry wells probably

cannot detectleaks from the bottomof the tanks until they are very large.

R&D PROGRAMS

The followingparagraphsdiscusspotentialR&D programsthatcould be

consideredto improvethe detectionof leaks, size of leak, shape of leak, and

improvethe accuracyof the presentsystem.

• Soil Characterization- The currenteffort to better characterize

the soil in the tank farms could be acceleratedto providemore

accuratedata on the strata layers,thus a bettermodel of the tank

farms can be developed. The currentdry well drillingeffortby

ARHCO R&D to characterizethe stratabeneaththe tank farms in terms

of type, locationand particlesize could be accelerated.

• Leak Models - Water permeabilitymeasurementscould be made to

correlatepermeabilitywith type of soil layers. This would permit

use of BNW's water flow models to predictleak shape and motion.

Enoughhypotheticalcases could be run to providea backgroundof

understandingof leak mechanismsand characteristics.

• Sensor Evaluationand Calibration- The scintillationprobe used

for dry well monitoringcould be calibratedin the idealizeddry

wells that have been set up in 200-EastArea. The soil attenuation

factorscould be determinedfrom this systemand personnelcould

be trainedthere. The proposedGM tube for high-levelreadings

could also be calibratedthere. The neutronmoisturemonitorcould

also be adaptedfor routineuse in dry well monitoring. Thiswould
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allow early detectionof leaks in which the moistureprecedesthe

radioactivityand determinantof which leaks have dried up.

• BackgroundInformation- A data accumulationand displaycapability

comparableto what now availablewithin BNW for the hydrologyof the

Hanfordwater table could providereadilyaccessiblebackground

informationagainstwhich to evaluatechangesin radiationlevels

in dry wells. The monitoringdata from lateralscould be integrated

with the dry well data.

• Data Analysis- A capabilityfor data interpretationcould be

developedto go beyondjust notingchanges in readings. An individual

in the operatingcomponentcould be trainedto do "quickand dirty"

engineeringanalysisof the data and modeling based on the data

that includesdevelopmentof techniquesusing the full range of

knowledgedevelopedby ARHCO'sR&D componentabout soil geology

and BNW's knowledgeof water hydrology.
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REVIEWOF MATERIAL BALANCETECHNIQUES,(TASKS2 and 3)

D. P. Granquistand J. A. Merrill

Tasks two and three are concernedwith an evaluationof materialbalance

accountingmethodsfor the purposeof tank leak detection. The tasks can be

brieflydescribedas follows:

Task 2. To evaluatethe accuracy (andprecision)of materialbalancecalcu-,.

lationsfor transfersfrom one tank to anothertank. A necessarypart of this task

is to evaluatethe precisionof the two liquidlevel measurementdevicesand to

estimate'thesize of leak that should be detectablewhen monitoringstatictanks.

Task 3. To evaluatethe capabilitiesof materialbalancetechniquesfor the

detectionof leaks in evaporator-bottomsloop systems.

SUMMARY

Based on currentstate of knowledgeabout the heightversus volumecalibra-

tions for the varioustanks, the use of materialbalancetype calculationsto

monitor tank transfersfor small liquid lossesusing liquidlevel measurementsdoes

not appear to be very promising. From informationgatheredto date, a possible

worst case type transferbetweena clean tank and one with a large amountof salt

cake is estimatedto differ by a factorof 1.5 betweenthe inchestransferredand

inchesreceived. Of course,one case where the method shouldmeet with reasonable

success is when the two tanks involvedare known to be clean tankswithout salt cake

formationon the walls. For such a situationand if FIC instrumentsare used on both

tanks,then a one standarddeviationuncertaintyfor a transfermight be expectedto

be within 3000 gallons. From this it can be seen that the magnitudeof a loss that

can be detectedis very dependentupon the currentstate of knowledgeconcerning
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the amount and locationof salt buildupon the walls of each tank involvedin

transfers.

The detectionof liquidlossesfrom static tanks probablycan be improved

by continuousliquid levelmonitoring,developmentof more quantitativestatis-

tical criteria,and improvementof the FIC to avoid false readingsfrom salt

structures.

Based on the data examinedfor the 242-T System,it appearspossibleto

form volume balanceswith a limit of error of from lO,O00 to 20,000 gallons.

Limits of error of this order of magnitudewill requireimprovementsin the

accuracyof raw data measurements,especiallyliquidlevel measurementsand

estimatesof salt buildupon tank walls. Greaterattentionto the accurate

readingand transcriptionof data will minimizethe occasionalextraneousresult.

In the short time availableinsufficientdata were obtainedto permitan

assessmentof the overallITS System.

A Brief Outlineof the EvaporatorSystems

There are two operationalevaporator-bottoms-loopsystems. The primary

objectiveof these systemsis to convertthe high-levelwaste solutionsinto a

relativelyimmobilesalt cake. Even thougha tank containinga salt cake devel-

ops a "leak",the possibilityof the containedradionuclidesreachingthe ground

water table is much reducedfrom when the tank containeda liquidwaste. A

second benefitis that the concentrationprocessreducesthe volume of high-level

wastes and therebymakes availableadditionalstoragespace.

The first In-TankSolidification(ITS) unit was installedin tank lO] of

the BY Tank Farm in 200 East Area. In the presentsystem there are two ITS

units. Fresh feed and recycledsupernateare pumped continuouslyto the ITS-2
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unit locatedin tank 241-BY-I12. The hot bottomsconcentrateis then pumped

batchwisethroughtank 241-BY-102,where the ITS-I unit is now operatedas a

cooler,to the bottomssystem. The bottomssystemis a seriesof underground

storage tanks and interconnectingpipelinesthat are used to transferand

cool the ITS bottomsconcentrate,precipitatesalt solids, and recycle supernate.
I

The bottoms tanks are locatedin three tank farms, 241-B, 241-BX,and 241-BY.

The second evaporativesystem is now known as the 242-T evaporatorfacility.

Fresh feed from outsidethe facilityand recycledsupernatefrom within the

facility are fed to a steam-heatedconcentrator. The condensedoverheads,when

within radioactivitylimits,are sent to crib and the concentratedbottoms are

routed back to a system of about lO bottomstanks. Cooling in these storage

tanks causes solids to drop out and the remainingsupernatecan be fed back to

the feed stream for recycle.

Evaluationof the ExistingSystems

Under Task 2, the first effortwas devoted to determiningthe precision

(or reproducibility)of the two liquidlevel measuringdevicesnow in use.* The

majority of the data used came from the T, TX, and TY tank farms and were collected

during the last half of June and the first three weeks of July this year. The

tanks were in an inactivestatus during most of tiletime period coveredby the

data and only data obtainedwhen the tanks were on inactivestatuswere used in

this part of the study. The tanks all exhibitedeither no time trendingor

very minor time trending during those periods. The first observation is that

* The two liquid level measuring devices now in use are the tape and the FIC system.
Technical discussions of these instrument systems are presented under the fourth
task in this study.
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the two liquid level measuring systems have different inherent variabilities.

The standard deviations obtained for the tape system varied betv,een 0.2 and

0.4 inches (or + 2o limits of + .4 and + .8 inches} and for the FIC system they

varied between 0.05 and 0.25 inches (or + 2_ limits of + .I and _+ .5 inches).

Also, the two systems not only have different precisions but for each type of

device the precision appears to depend on the particular tank being measured.

For self-boiling tanks, t_e standard deviations for the two instrument types

may or may not be in the above ranges. However, more time will be required

to analyze the time trend data from such tanks and to separate out the informa-
#

tion about instrument precision.

Based on current state of knowledge about the height vs. volume cali-

brations for the various tanks, the use of material balance type calculations

to monitor tank transfers for small liquid losses using liquid level measure-

ments does not appear to be very promising. From information gathered to

date, a possible worst case type transfer between a clean tank and one with a

large amount of salt cake is estimated to differ by a factor of 1.5 between

the inches transferred and inches received. Of course, one case where

the method should meet with reasonable success is when the two tanks involved

are known to be clean tanks without salt cake formation on the walls. For

such a situation and if FIC instruments are used on both tanks, then a one

standard deviation uncertainty for a transfer might be expected to be within

3000 gallons. From this it can be seen that the magnitude of a loss that can

be detected is very dependent upon the amount of salt buildup on the walls of

the tanks.

In some of the examined transfer data for "static" tanks, it was found

that a second transfer was started before the first one had ended. This, of

course, makes it impossible to perform a volume balance calculation from the

tank liquid-level measurements which were recorded at shift change.
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In the short time available,no attemptwas made to performa materialbalance

on the ITS system. The necessarycondensaterecordsfor use in such a balancewere

not locatedand it is our understandingthat little,if any, psychrometricdata

exist that would permitthe independentcalculationof water vapor carriedoff from

the tanks.

An examinationof the liquid-leveldata for the tanks in the ITS system

was not very helpful. In trying to evaluatethe transferof supernatebetween

tanks by a comparisonof liquid-leveldifferences,it was almost impossibleto

find a transfer where a second transferwas not done during a part of the time

period of the first transfer,i.e., most tanks are pumped into and out of at
o

the sametime. In addition an unknown amount of flush water was often added

as part of the transferred volume. In summary, it does not seem possible to

construct meaningful volume balances (in reference to leaks) for the ITS system

with the present data collection system.

Several very preliminary monthly volume balances were tried for the 242-T

Evaporation Facility. And while these approximate balances are, on the average,

good in terms of the total flow (on the order of 2%), they would not seem to

be entirely satisfactory for leak detection purposes at this stage of refinement.

Shown in the table below are the results of our approximate volume balances.

The numbers are arranged as in a material balance and the material unaccounted

for (MUF, in gallons) was calculated using"

MUF= IStar t + Receipts - lend - Product

where

Istart .= inventory, gallons, start of time period

lend = inventory, gallons, end of time period.
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TABLE I

APPROXII,IATE rlO;'TIILY VOLUMEBALANCES

242-T EvaporatorSystem
(All Volumes in Gallons)

Flush New Feed
Water from Condensate Ending

Date Beginning Inv. Added TK-IOI Product Inventory MUF

May 72 7,084,648 98,342 258,500 354,172 7,083,086 + 4,232

June 72 7,083,086 97,683 265,375 329,114 7,097,041 +19,989

July 72 7,097,041 100,866 227,562 302,158 7,090,845 +3_,466

Aug 72 7,090,845 130,598 250,250 350,280 7,116,319 + 5,094
287,375

Sept 72 7,116,319 1,18,340 (225,827)* 350,280 7,350,409 +47,172

Oct 72 7,350,409 105,686 437,250 365,848 7,556,958 -29,461

Nov 72 7,556,958 123,621 294,250 358,064 7,598,268 +18,497

Dec 72 7,598,268 112,957 316,250 358,064 7,645,086 +24,325

Tank I03 TXwas brought into the system with about 6 feet I0 inches of material"
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In this fori_alism, a positive [.IUFmeans that some material is lost (unaccounted

for) from the process. In our application a'positive MUF (volume balance)couldz

indicate a leak from the system. A negative volume balance indicates an un--
,., .

i_easured addition to the system such as a leak of condenser cooling water into

the condensate or additional feed batcl_es which were not included.

The absolute values of the indicated MUF:should not be taken too serious]y,

since several corrections to the data would be required to obtain an "accurate"

number. No attempt was made to correct for water lost from the bottoms tanks by

evaporation, for volume changes due to temperature changes, or for partial molal

volume changes resulting from mixing dilute and concentrated solutions.

In Table I, primary concern is with the variability of the MUFvalues on a

month-to-month basis. Generally, it is believed that the system can be treated

as being at a pseudo-equilibrium state so that the MUFvalues would be expected

to be relatively constant, barring errors or missing data. The standard deviation

for the MUFvalues in Table I (excluding the high value where a tank was added

to the system) is 20,400 gallons. If the negative MUFvalue of -29,461 is also

excluded, the standard deviation of the remaining MUFvalues is 11,050 gallons.

Considering the probable errors in the raw data and our broad-brush treatment of

it, this is a good result. It offers some promise that leaks could be detected

in this sytem using better data and a more precise material balance approach.

POSSIBLESYSTEMSIMPROVEMENTS

The problem of detecting leaks by loss of volume can be divided into the

three following cases:

I. Detection of liquid losses from static tanks.

II. Detection of losses from uncased pipes in tank-to-tank transfers.

llI. Detection of liquid losses from systems operated with continuously

changing volumes.
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/' The detection of liquid losses f1"om static tanks probably can be improved

by continuous liquid level monitoring, development of more quantitative

statistical criteria, and improvement of the FIC to avoid false readings from

salt structures. These points are expanded on somewhat below-

(I) A digital printout (say once an hour) of the time and the liquid

level measurement would go a long way toward eliminating data recording and

data transposition errors. In combination with a simple computer program, an

alarm system could be developed that would signal a malfunction in the system.

FIC-quality instruments should be installed on each in-service tank. Also, the

inclusion of a redundant or backup liquid level measurement system on each tank

containing liquids would provide assurance that the primary measurement system

is operational.

(2) The establishment of a group whose primary responsibility is the

timely examination of all liquid level data and the analysis of such data.

This group would establish warning and action limits within which each new

measurement should fall. In addition to standard statistical methods of data

analysis, the group will need to have capabilities for e_aluating time trends

in data, for forecasting levels at future times, and for the early detection

of departures from the historical trend.

(3) The incorporation of additional equipment and/or procedures into the

liquid level measuring systems to assure that the measuring instrument prebes

are actually contacting the liquid volume surface. To provide part of this

assurance, it would appear worthwhile to obtain photographs of all tanks showing

the liquid level probes in position. Photographs showing the liquid level probe
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in contact with a "clean" liquid surface provide assurance tl_at the liquid level

measurements are reliable• Photographs showing the probe in contact with salt

cakes will indicate where difficulties are to be expected when making liquid

level measurements.

The second case for detecting losses during tank-to-tank transfers requires

volume balances for each batch transfer. For the ideal situation, liquid level

differences for the two tanks can be compared directly. However, for situations

where the change in liquid levels cannot easily be related to volumes, con-

siderable historical transfer data must be analyzed and transfer experiments may

need to be performed to obtain reasonable relationships to convert liquid

level to equival'ent volume. In addition to the examination of historical
#

data to obtain tank calibration information, tile following new information

would be desirable"

(I) Whenever flushes or other additions of water to a tank are made, the

volumes of all such additions should be precisely measured and

recorded along with the relevant before and after FIC liquid level

measurements.

(2) Data should be taken from specially planned transfers from a known

clean tank where special care is taken to obtain a large number of

liquid level measurements from both tanks by stopping the pumping a

number of times during the transfer.

The final case of detecting liquid loss from a dynamic system where con-

tinuous flow is the normal operating mode is the most difficult to treat.
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To achieve the best sensitivity using material balance techniques

would require a more formalized approach in terms of (I) revised SOPswhich

would not permit (within limits imposed by operational considerations) simul-

taneous transfers into and out of tanks, (2) comprehensive data collection

procedures which provide all of the required data in one set of records, (3J

measurement of all volumes and, (4} the development of corrections for such

things as vapor losses and mixing nonlinearities. Additional instrumentation

on the dynamic section of the system would supply helpful redundant information.

As an example, specific gravity and flow measurements of feed to an evaporator

(242-T) coupled with the specific gravity of the evaporator bottoms would pro-

vide the basis for an independent estimate of the split into condensate and

bottoms.

With an improved data collection system, attempts should be made to form

volume balances over shorter time periods. As the time period is shortened,

it becomes increasingly important to measure the liquid-level in all dynamic

tanks at the same time. As an example, the condensate catch tank will likely

be only partially filled when it is required to determine its liquid level. In

some cases, it may be possible to isolate a bottoms tank for a day or two by
+

not adding or pumping out supernat_. Such temporary isolation of different tanks

from the dynamic system will provide information for the detection of leaks and

should help to pin-point the location of a leak in the system. The detection of

a possible leak in such an "isolated" tank would then be attempted by liquid

level measurements as in the "static" tank case.
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If it is not possible to form a volume balance within the limits required

for leak detection, it may be necessary to shut the system down for short

periods such as oll Saturday and Sunday. While the system is in a static con-

dition, liquid level ineasurer.;ents would be made. The evaluation of such data

would indicate possible leakage from what are now static tanks.

FURTHERSTUDIESRELATEDTO MATERIALBALANCETECHR!QUESAS A /4ETI40DOF DEFERMINING

LIQUID LOSSES

In addition to the suggested improvements in the waste system as described

in the preceding section, Dattelle-North_;est is capable of providing assistance

in the following areas"

I. Develop statis'tically based criteria for detecting leaks from "static"

tanks using liquid level measurements.

2. Develop from plant data and possible experimental data the relation-

ships between liquid level and tank volume to establish criteria for

detecting losses in tank transfers.

3. Develop material balance procedures, with the associated limits of

error, and the necessary correction factors (vapor loss, mixing volume,

changes, volume-temperature factors, etc.) for detecting liquid loss

from dynamic waste systenls. Assist in the application of such tech-

niques to more fully establish the sensitivity of m_terial balance

techniques to such waste systems.

The manpower requirements for these studies is as yet quite tentative but

it is estimated that 3 to 5 man-months of effort would be needed to complete

them. Three to five man-months of effort v;ould cost from 15 to 25 thousand

dollars.
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REVIEW OF WASTE TANK FARM

LIQUIDLEVEL MEASURINGSYSTEMS (TASK4)

Ro D. Dierks,O. H. Koski and C. A. Ratcliffe

Task 4 is limitedto an evaluationof the generaloperabilityof

instrumentsystemsthat are being used to indicatethe positionof liquid levels

within these storagetanks,and to modificationsto these instruments,or new

instrumentsystemsthat might provideimprovedoperationalcharacteristics,or

avoid the problemsof foams,crusts,or floatingsolids thatmight exist on the

surfaceof these containedliquidwastes.

This task is based on informationgatheredduringfour days of

observationsof installedinstrumentsystems,and discussionswith ARHCO personnel

associatedwith waste managementand waste tank liquidlevel measuringsystems.

Summary

The FIC liquid level instrumentis an excellentsystem,offeringmany

advantagesover previousmeasuringdevices. Bench top accuracyand repeatability

to a liquid surfaceis +O.Ol inch; however,in-tankaccuracyis unmeasurableand is

compromisedby temperaturechanges,foam layers,and surfacecrusting. In-tank

repeatabilityappears to be about +0.25 inches.

The hand-winchedsystemhas many advantageseven though it is subject

to parallax,operatorbias and transcriptionerrors. Being operatorcontrolled,

continuityindicationscan be discountedwhen the contactdoes not "feel"right,

and crusts can be smashedthroughto get at the true liquid level. In-tank

repeatabilitiesappear to be + I/2 inch.

There are severalchangeswhich could be made to the electronicand

sensorportionsof these systemsthat could improvetheir overallsensitivity

and reliability. These are expandedon below.
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Existin9 Sxstems Description

Electrical continuity-type instrument systems are used to sense the

location of the air/aqueous interface in each of the 200 Area underground waste

storage tanks. Three types of continuity instruments are employed: I) the almost

completely automatic FIC (Food Instrument Company) instrument; 2) a manually oper-

ated, winched steel tape system; and 3) a hand-held, "lamp cord" system.

Tile FIC instrument consists of a conically tipped stainless steel plu_:_;et,

suspended through a ta1_k roof nozzle to tl_e surface of the liquid at the end of a

stainless steel tape. The t_pe is wound o11a motor-.driven drLl:ll that raises and lowers

the plui_".'.,iet at a rate of al,out 7-I/2 inc!_es per minute. The tape is precision

perforated at one-inch intervals and passes over a spoked sprocket v;heel, ;.,'!lich

drives a _nechanical tur_is counter, ec,uipi"e_i ;.,,ith both a visual, digital rec_dout for

local observatio_l, and an elec",;"onic encoder For remote data acquisition. The

normal position of the instru::_.z__t is v;i&h tl_e tape drum bral, ed and the tip of the

plum'._aet immersed in the liquid_ establishing an electrical continuity between the

insulated tape drum and the tank nozzle. At any moment that the electrical continuity

is broken, as by a decrease in the liquid level, the plummet is dropped slowly

until continuity is again established, at which tiJ;_e the tape drum is again bral,ed.

Rising liquid levels do not activate the instrun;ent; boy:ever, periodically (about

once per z.ninute) the plum:'.,_et is raised until continuity is brol, en, at whicll time the

plummet is again allowed to slowly drop until continuity is reestablished. At a

minimum frequency of once per year, or upon request, a "reference" or "zero" checl-

of the instrument is effected by raising the plummet completely out of the tank and

up into a glass section between tank top and the instrument housing. The tip of
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the plummet is aligned with marks scribed on the glass section, and the turns

counter indication compared with a value previously established as being the distance

in inches from the scribe marks to the bottom of the tank. Built-in sprays per_it

the plum'_et and tape to be flushed of deposits as the tape is withdrawn from the

tank•

SevenLy-Four FIC _s , ., ......' _. i,....i,. ,.re curl cntly ill_,_._lled in the follo'._ing

tanl.s'

West E_,st
_ S SX Ll r >', TY I B I_>'. HY C

lOl X X X X X X X

102 X X X X >', X X

I03 X X X X X X X X X

I04 X X X X X

I05 X X X X X

l 06 X >', >', X X X

I07 X X X X X >',

I08 X X X X X X X

I09 X X X X X X X X

I lO X X X X

Ill X X X X

ll2 X X X X X

ll3

ll4

ll5

ll6

ll7

lib X

The hand winched system consists of a standard steel measuring tape,

marked off in feet, inches, and eightl-,_of an inch, which is attached to a pointed

plum:fret and lov,,ered into ti_e tank through a roof nozzle. The tape is insulated

from the tank and a portable, battery-operated continuity checLer, operated bet_..'een

the tape and the roof nozzle, indicates when continuity lies been established hetv:een
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the plummet and the tank contents. A visual reading of the tape at a reference

point on the winch when continuity is inter_nittcnt is indicative of the distance

from the reference point to tl_e top of the tank contents, and infers tlJe depth of

liquid in tile tanl',.

The hand-held, "lamp cord" system consists of a length of insulated _.,,ire,

fitted v'itll a pointed plum.m:t and le',,,,ered into tlle tank through a roof nozzle. A

portable, battery-operated contin::ity cl:ccl,er, operated bet;,;een the wire and the

roof nozzle, indicates wllcn continuity has been established bet_;een the plu_::,,et and

the tanl- contents. Before its insertion into the tank a zero r_lark is attached to

the wire at a point l,no',.:n to be equal to the distance from the roof nozzle to the

bottom of the tank. Several additional marl;s are positioned at one-foot interv_,Is

fro_, the zero marl< toward the plu:.,,":et. The depth of liquid within the tank is

determined by establishing the point of intermittent coi_tinuity and reading the

marks on the wire. Interpolation bet','een marks is accomplished with a ruler. TanLs

not equipped with automatic FIC instru:_:ent systems utilize the hand winched, tape

system; the hand-held, "lamp cord" system; or are not being used as liquid waste

storage t_:nl:s.

System Evaluation

The FIC liquid level instru':e, ent is an e>'cellent system, offering many

advantages over previous measuring devices. Bench top accuracy and repeatability

to a liquid surface is "-O.Ol inch; hov;ever, in-tank accuracy is unmeasurable and is

compromised by temperature changes, foam layers, and surface crusting. In-tank

repeatability appears to be about -_0.25 inches.

The hand-winched system has many advantages even though it is subject

to parallax, operator bias and transcription errors. Being operator controlled,
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continuity indications can be discounted when the contact does not "feel" right,

and crusts can be smashed through to get at the true liquid level. In-tank

repeatabilities al)l_c;ar to be .._I/2 inch.

The haled-held "lamp cord" system has many disadvantages and few, if any,

real advantages. The repeatability appears to be about , I/2 inch, and while the

accuracy is unmeasurable, the accuracy is probably con_promised by inaccuracies in

establishing the calibration real'ks on the wire and stretching of tke wire with

use.

Possible Systems Improvements

The following are suggested as improvements to the existing instrument

systems. They are presented in a random manner, and no sequence with respect

to importance, cost or ease of implementation is implied.

A. FIC instrument

I. Redesign the electronics to utilize today's i(iodular, vice

discrete component, techniques to ininimize maintenance.

2. Redesign the electronics to tolerate -20 to +150 F

temperatures; soi_.ecomponent failure due to tcml;era-

ture extremes have all'early been noted.

3. Redesign the electronics layout to utilize ;,lug-in modular

circuit boards to facilitate field maintenance. Field

main{r_nance on tile presently designed data transmission

electronics is going to be extrei_ely difficult.

4. Add a tensiometer to the tape to sense the decrease in tape

tension when the pluIT_,_etmakes contact with a salt cake with-

out making electrical continuity. Modify the electronics to

shut the instrument off when this occurs, and in additio,_ t_rn

on a "malfunction light" at the instrument and set an "all

l-s" malfunction signal on the data encoder.
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5• Lower the liquid level and pl:otograph tl_e plummet in its

low posit'ion when a no-continuity, solids contact is realized,

" 6• Optimize tile loc_tion of the instrument to avoid contact with

the salt cake _I _t gre'.,.'sout frc,:'.: tl,_ Lur,k walls Photograph

the inside of tile tank periodically to validate the sensor

location.

7. Adjust the conductance trip value to minimize foam incurred

bias•

8. Install a redundant mechanical turns counter and remote data

encoder, or a back-up instrument system to pick up any

failures of the mechanical turns counter system, i.e. broken

i dl.ive chain, loosened gear to shaft connection, brokcn decade

drive spur on turns counter, etc.

9. Notch one edge of the tape sprocket wheel and with a to_th

counter electronically follow the movement of the tape over

the sprocket, thus eliminating mechanical failure probIcms.

B. Hand-Winched Tape

I. Raise winch to approximately eye level to minimize parallax

and operator error.

2. Provide operator positioned electronic encoding thumb wheels

at each winch to enable tape readings to be com,i)uter scanned.

3. Provide tapes marked in inches and I/lOths of inches and

install inverted to indicate liquid depth directly as with

the FIC system.

4. Design a portable, battery-operated, continuity meter that

would slip into a holder that would positiun the meter

adjacent to the tape reference point, so the meter and tape
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could be vic',,'ed simult_neously. In addiLioi',, design the

meter and held-!- such L!;._t by i;_se_"til_g the J._eter into the

holder the meter would automatically be connected to the

tank and the tape lead wires. If operator-positioned thumb

wheel data encoders are also designed as part of the meter

holder, the tim.e required to make the measurement and trans-

cribe the data could be significantly reduced.

Alternative Systems

,i The spectrumof physicalphenomenonthat have been exploredby instrument

designersas means to detectthe positionof an air/liquidinterfacewithin a

storage tank is extremely broad, and m_.nyhave been satisfactory for a wide variety

of applications.

An evaluation of the host of instrum.ent systems available to identify

specific systems that will provide "improved" liquid level measurements over the

existing FIC instru;i:ent v;as not realized, primarily because the required performance

criteria of an acceptable instrument syste1,_was not clearly established. However,

systems based on time domain reflectometry or radio frequency radiation absorptometry

appear to be capable of matching the range and accuracy of the FIC instrument, may

possibly be insensitive to salt incrustations - or at least salt cake and liquids

" may be disti',,guishable, and may have an additional advantage in that a multiplicity

of inexpensive sensors possibly can be "read" sequentially by a single, switched,

read-out instrument



APPENDIXA

EFFECTOF LEAK LOCATIONAND SHAPE

ONDRYWELLDETECTIONCAPABILITIES



A-1

DRYD82 08139 08101/'/3

VOLUME OF CONICAL LEAKS DETECTABLE BY DRYWELLS

WELL TO CONE CONE BASE WATER LIQUID
LEAK AN_LE HEI GH_ _4IDTH SATURATI ON VOLUHE
FT DEG FT FT FRAC, P_AL

DRYWELL ADJACENT TO LE#K AT EDGE OF TANK
8.000 30.00 13 .F66 8.000 .25 5"/5
F,O00 30.00 13,F66 8,000 ,50 I I 49
8,000 30,00 13 ,F_; g .000 1,00 2?9t_

8.000 45.00 8.00 8.000 .25 3_2
8,000 45,00 8, O0 R, 000 ,50 6664
8,000 45.00 8,00 8,000 1,00 1327

8,000 _;0,00 4, _;2 8,000 ,_'5 19P
8,000 (;0.00 4, _;2 8,000 .50 383
8,000 _0,00 4,_;? 8,000 I ,00 /_;

LEAK AT EDGE OR TANK BETWEEN TWO WELLS OF FOUR
3_,6611 30.00 5_;,48 32,6611 ,25 3899.3
32o(;11 30,00 (a 566.48 32,6611 ,SO 77RA7
32,(;1 1 30,00 5_;, 48 37.,811 1,00 155(;93

32,6611 45.00 32,661 32.(;I 1 .25 22472
32,661 1 45,00 32.61 32,61 ! ,SO 44945
32,61 1 45.00 32,_;I 32,_;I I I ,00 89889

32._;1 1 (;0.00 18.83 32.(;11 .25 12974
32.(;1 1 (;0.00 18,83 32._;! ! ,SO 25949
32,(;11 (;0,00 18,83 32._;I I 1.00 51898

LEAK AT CENTER OF TANK
45,000 30,00 77,9 4 45 , 000 ,25 1022(;9
45,000 30.00 77,94 45.000 .SO P04537

,000 30,00 77,94 45,000 I,00 A09074

45.000 45.00 45.00 45.000 .25 59045
45.000 45.00 45.00 45,000 .50 118090
45,000 45.00 45.00 45.000 I .00 ?3(;1 79

45,000 (;0.00 25.98 45.000 .25 34090
Z15,000 60.00 25,9R 45,000 .50 681 79
45.000 (qO,O0 25,98 45.000 ! ,00 13(;;358

NOW AT END

08:42 RAN 0 MINS O.P4 SECS



A-2

DBYDB]2 lO;4_; Ot_/01/73

VOLUME OF CONICAL LEAKS DETECTABLE BY DRYWELLS

WELL TO CONE CONE BASE WATER LIoUI r}
LEAK ANGLE HEI_HT UIDTH SATURATI ON VOLUME
FT DEtq FT FT FRAC, GAL

LEAK AT EDGE OF TANK ON OPPf_SITE SIDE FROM A SINGLE WELL
t_.X,000 30,00 I43, ?f; B3.000 ,25 gal 710
_3,000 30,00 I A_,Tg B3.000 ,50 12B3_20
B3,000 30,00 I,t_,Tg _3.000 1.00 PS_6F39

B3,000 ,_5,00 83,00 83,000. .25 370491
B3,000 45,00 B3,00 _3,000 ,50 7 a.OgB3
B3,000 45.00 B$.00 B3,000 1,00 14819(;5

B3,000 60 ,ON .47,92 B5.000 .25 2 13903
B3.000 _;0,00 47.92 B3.000 ,50 42 780 7
83,,000 e;O,O0 A?,92 B3,000 1,00 855613

@ LEAK P,T
ATTENTI ON
NOW AT fi50
READY



A-3

DRYD_ 10.,20 08/01 173

VOLUME OF CONICAL LEAKS DE'rECT#BLE BY DRYWELLS

WELL TO CONE CONE BASE WATER LIQUID
LEAK ANGLE HEIGHT WIDTH SATURATI ON VOLUME
FT DEG FT FT FRAC, GAL

LEAK AT EDGE OF TANK HALFWAY BETWEEN TWO WELI.S OF TWO
58,967 30,00 102,22 58,962 ,25 23004g
58,96P 30,00 102,12 58.962 ,50 460095
58.962 30,00 202,12 58,962 1.00 920192

58,962 45.00 58,96 58.962 .25 232818
58,962 45,00 58,96 58.962 .50 265636
58.962 45,00 58.96 58,962 1,00 532272

58,9(;2 _;0.00 3 4,0 4 58.9 62 ,25 76683
58,962 60,00 34.04 58.962 .50 153365
58.96? 60.00 3 04 52.962 1.00 306730

LEAK AT EDGE OF TANK HALFWAY BETWEEN TWO WELLS OF THREE
47.,0 74 30,00 72 . 87 a2.0 74 ,.?5 F3590
42.07a _,0,00 72._7 _2.074 ,50 267181
42,074 30.00 72.87 Zl2.07_i 1,00 33 436?

4_ ,074 45,00 42,07 _2 . 0 7'4 .25 Z_8261
42.0 74 45,00 42.07 _12.07'4 ,50 96522
42.074 aS,00 42.07 42,074 1.00 19304a

a2.07'4 60.00 2'4.79 _?,074 .25 27863
42.0 74 60.00 2 4.P.,9 42.0 74 .50 55727
420074 60000 ?._o?.9 _20074 2,00 212 _54

LEAK AT EDGE OF TANK HALFWAY BETI#EEN TWO WELLS OF FOUR
32,611 30.00 56,'42 32.611 ,75 38923
32,612 30.00 56.48 32.611 .50 77847
32,611 30.00 56.'48 32.611 2.00 155693

32 .tql 1 45.00 32._ql 32,611 ,P5 22'472
3? .,';11 _5,00 32,61 32.611 .50 _a945
32,611 45,00 32.61 32.612 I .00 g9F_9

32,611 60,00 28.R3 32.6! 2 .25 2297'4
32,611 60.00 18.83 32,611 .50 25949
32,621 60.00 18.83 32,611 1,00 51898

NOW AT END

10;2'4 RAN 0 MINS 0,_5 SECS



A-4

DRYDE2 10=27 08101173

VOLUME OF CUNICAL LEAKS DETECTABLE BY DRYWELLS

WELL TO CUNE CrJNE BASE WATER LIQUID
LEAK A N(_LE HEI GHT Wl DTH SA TURA TI (JN VULUME
FT DEG FT FT FRAC, GAL

LEAK AT EDGE UF TANK HALFWAY BETWEEN T_qU WtZLI.S tjF FIVE
26,753 30,00 4(;,34 2{;,753 ,25 21 490
26,753 30,00 46,34 26,753 ,50 42979
2_q,753 30,00 4_q.,,g 4 2(;. 75_ 1.00 85958

2(; , 753 45,00 2_;, 75 2($, 753 ,25 ! 2 407
26,793 45 000 26,75 26,753 050 2481 4
2(:;, 753 49,00 2(;,75 2_;. 753 1,00 4_ (q28

26,753 (_0,00 19,45 26,753 ,25 71 (;3
26,753 60.00 15,49 2(;,753 ,50 I 4326
26.753 60.00 15.45 2(:;.753 I .00 28653

LEAK AT EDGE OF TANK HALFWAY BETWEEN TWtJ WELL.q UF SIX
22,830 30,00 39,54 22,R30 .?5 !3354
22,830 30,00 39,54 22,830 .50 26707
22,830 30,00 39,54 22 ,R30 1.00 5341 4

22.830 45,00 22,83 22,230 .25 7710
2P,830 45,00 22,83 22,830 .50 ! 5419
22.830 45.00 22.83 ?2.830 I .00 30839

22.830 60,00 13,18 22,830 .25 4451
22,g30 60,00 13.18 22,830 ,50 8902
22,g30 _;0,00 13,18 22,830 I ,00 I 7805

/

LEAK AT EDGE UF TANK HALFWAY BETWEEN TWU WELLS UF SEVEN
• 20,049 30,00 34,73 20.049 ,25 9044

20.049 30,00 34,73 20.049 ,50 18088
20,049 30,00 34."73 20,049 1,00 36175

20,0 49 45.00 20,05 20 , 049 ,25 5221
20,049 45.00 20,05 20,049 ,50 10443
90,049 45,00 20,05 20,049 1,00 20886

20.0 49 _qO.00 I 1.58 20.0 49 .29 3015
20,049 _0,00 11.98 20,049 ,50 6029
20.049 (qO.O0 I 1.58 20.049 I .00 12058

NOW AT END

10;31 RAN 0 MINS 0.25 SECS



A-5

DRYDF2 10:33 08/01/73

VOLUME fJF CONICAL LEAKS DETECTABLE BY DRYWELLS

CELL TO CONE CONE BASE WATER LIQUID
LEAK ANGLE HEI GHT WIDTH SATURATI ON V#JLUME
FT DEG FT FT FRAC. GAL

LEAK AT EDGE fJF TANK HALFWAY BETWEEN TWO WELLS OF EIGHT
17.993 30.00 31.1 7 17.993 .25 6538
17.993 30.00 31. ! 7 17.993 .50 13076
I 7.993 30.00 31.1 7 17.993 1.00 26;I 5?

17.993 45.00 17.99 17.993 .25 3775
! 7.993 45,00 17.99 17.993 .50 75 49
17.993 45.00 17.99 17.993 1.00 15099

17.993 60.00 10.39 17.993 .25 2179
17.993 60.00 10.39 17.993 .riO 4359
1 7.993 60.00 10.39 17.993 1.00 B717

LEAK AT EDGE OF TANK HAt.FWAY BETWEEN TWO WELLS OF NINE
16.426 30.00 _B. 45 16.426 .75 4974
16._26 30.00 28.45 16,426 .50 9947
16. 426 30,00 28,45 16,426 1,00 ! 9894

16.426 45.00 16.43 16.426 .25 7871
I 6.426 45.00 16.43 ! 6.4?6 .50 5743
16,426 45.00 16,43 16.426 1.00 ! 1486

I6.4?6 60.00 9.48 16.4?6 .25 165F
16.426 60.00 9.48 16._76 .50 331 6
I 6._26 60.00 9.48 I 6.426 1.00 6631

LEAK AT EDGE OF TANK HALFWAY BETWEEN TWO WELLS fJFTEN
15.199 30.00 26.33 15.199 .25 3941
! 5.199 30.00 26.33 15.199 .50 78F I
15. 199 30.00 26.33 I 5.199 I .00 15763

15.199 45.00 15.20 15.199 .25 2275
15.199 45.00 15.20 15.199 ,50 _550
15.199 45.00 15.20 15.199 I .00 9101

15.199 60.00 R.78 15.199 ,25 131 4
15,199 60.00 8.78 15.199 .50 2627
15,199 60,00 8.78 15.199 I.00 525_

NOW AT END

I0.37 qAN 0 MINS 0.26 FECS



A-6

DRYDE2 I Ot 39 08/01/73

VOLUME OF CONICAL LEAKS DETECTABLE BY DRYWELLS

WELL TO CONE CONE BASE WATER LIQUID
LEAK ANGLE HEIGHT WIDTH SATURATION VOLUME
FT DE_ FT FT FRAC. GAL

LEAK AT EDGE UF TANK HALFWAY BETWEEN TWO WELLS OF FIFTEEN
11.772 30.00 20.39 11.772 .25 1831
I 1.772 30.00 20.39 ! I .772 ,50 38(;1
I I .772 30.00 20.39 I 1.772 I .00 7323

11.772 45.00 ! 1,77 I 1.772 .95 IR57
11.772 45.00 II .77 11 .772 ,50 211 4
11 _,772 45.R0 11.77 1 I .772 I .00 422B

1 I ,772 60.00 6.1GO 11.772 ,75 610
II.772 60,RR 6,1g0 ll,772 .50 1220
1 1.772 60000 6080 11 .772 1 .00 2,441

LEAK AT EDGE OF TANK HALFWAY BETWEEN TWO WELLS OF TWENTY
10.296 30.00 17.g3 IR.296 .25 1725
10.296 30.00 17.B3 10.296 .50 2450
10.296 30.00 17.83 10.296 I.OR _90R

I0.296 45.00 I0.30 I0 .P96 .25 707
10.296 45.00 I0,30 I0o296 ,50 1415
10.296 45,R0 10,30 10,296 I ,00 2829

10.296 60,00 5,94 IR,296 ,25 42_
10.296 60,00 5.9 4 10.P96 ,50 _ 17
I 0.296 60.00 5,94 10.296 1,00 1633

- LEAK AT EDGE UF TANK HALFWAY BETWEEN TWO WELLS UF THIRTY

, 9 ,._ -...,.,., _,U94
9".v._4 ,_.',> . .25 8AA; ,,u .uu 15.7> 9.R94 .50 1688
9.094 30,00 15.75 9.094 I.00 3376

9.094 45.00 9.09 9.094 .25 _F7
9.094 _5.00 9,09 9.094 ,50 975
9.094 45,R0 9,29 9,294 I.00 1949

9 .094 60 .OR 5.25 9 .09 4 .25 28 I
9.094 60.00 5.25 9.094 .50 563
9.094 60.R0 5.25 9.294 1.OR I !75

NOW AT END

I0z43 RAN 0 MINS 0.26 SECS



A-7

DRYD_ I0;49 08/0!/73

.- B=37,5

BO DEF FNA(B_C, N)=S_R(B'r2+CI'2-2,B,C.CfJS(2w,:&PI/2/N))
I00 PRINT "VOLUME OF CONICAL LEAKS DETECTABLE BY DRYWELLS"
110 PRINT
120 S=3
130 T=3
140 U:3
150 DIM W(10)$(72)
160 W(I)$=" LEAK AT EDGE OF TANK HALFWAY BETWEEN TWO WELLS OF FIVE
170 W(2)$=" LEAK AT EDGE ()FTANK HALFWAY BETWEEN TWr.)WELLS OF SIX"
ISO W(3)$=" LEAK AT EDGE OF TANK HALFWAY BETWEEN TWO WELLS OF SEVE

190 U(1)=30
200 U(2) =,_5
210 U(3) =60
2201'(I)=U(I)*2*&PI/3 60
230 T(?)=U(2)*2,&PI/360
240 T(3)=U(3)*2w<&PI/360
250 S(1)=.23
260 S(2)=,50
270 S(3)=I

2F.O L(1)=F_A(B, CpS)
290 L(3)=FNA(B,C,7)
300 E!=.33
310 AI =A5.5/SQR(2)
320 h,?=37.5- AI
330 L(2)= FNA(B_CI,6)
340 HI:60
350 PRINT USING 360
360 ;WELL TO CONE CONE BASE WATER LIQUID
3'70 PRINT USING 3_0
380 : LEAK ANGLE HEIGHT WIDTH SATURATION VOLUME
390 PRINT USING AO0
400 : FT DEG FT FT FRAC. GAL
410 PRI NT
z_O FtjR_.I TO ,_
430 PRINT _/(N)$
440 FOR M=l TO T
450 H4=O
4(;0 H4=Ha+|O00
4"/0 FOR 0::1 TO U
480 H3=L( N)/TA N(T( M))
490 IF H4<H3 GO TO 510





APPENDIXB

EFFECTOF NUMBEROF

DRY WELLS ON LEAK DETECTIONCAPABILITY



B-1

JRYDEI 08= 43 08/02/73

VOLUME OF CONICAL LEAKS DETECTARLE RY DRYWELLS

WELL T(j CUNE CONE BASE WATER LIQUID
LEA}( AN_LE HEIGHT WIDTH SATURATION VOLUME
FT r)EG FT rT FRAC, GAL

DRYWELL ADJACENT Trj LEAK AT EDP_EOF TAN}(
8.000 30.00 I0,00 5.774 .25 ?1 6
R,O00 30.00 13 .f_6 R. 000 .25 575

F.O00 45.00 8,00 8.000 .25 332

8,000 60,00 4.62 ". 8,000 ,25 192

LEAK AT EDO,E Or TANK BETWEEN TWO WELLS OF FOUR
32.6! 1 30.00 10.00 5.'_7_ .25 ?16
32.611 30.00 20.00 I1.547 .25 17?8
32.611 30,00 30.00 17.321 .75 583?
32.611 30.00 40.00 23,094 .25 13823
32.611 30.00 50.00 28.868 .25 26998
32.611 30.00 56,4g' 32,611 .25 389?3

32.61 1 45.00 I0.00 10.000 ,25 648
32,61 1 45,00 20,00 20.000 .?5 5184
32.611 45.00 30.00 30,000 .25 17495
32.61 ! 45.00 32.61 32.611 .25 22472

3'P.611 60.00 10,00 17.321 .75 1944
32.611 60.00 18.83" 32.611 .25 1_>97_

LEAK AT CENTER (jF TANK
45,000 30,00 10,00 5.774 .25 216
45.000 30.00 20.00 I 1.5,_7 .25 1728
45.ooo 30.00 30,00 17.321 .25 5832
45.000 30.00 40,00 23.094 .25 138?3
45.000 30.00 50.00 28.8_8 .95 26998
45.000 30.00 _;0,00 3 4.6 a I .25 46653
45.000 30.00 "TO.ON 40.415 .25 7,_083
45,000 30.00 77.9ZJ' 45.000 .25 10?769

45,000 45.00 10.00 !0.000 .75 64_
45.000 45.00 20.(30 20.000 ._5 5184
45.000 45.00 30.00 30.000 .25 17495
45.000 45.00 40.00 40.000 .25 ,41469
_5.000 45.00 45.00 "_ 45.000 ,25 590_5

45.000 60,00 10.00 I 7.3P. 1 .25 1944
45.000 60.00 20.00 34,641 ,75 15551
45.000 60.00 25.98 45.000 .25 3,_0_0

NOW AT END

08:47 RAN 0 MINS 0.34 SECS

IIIrllllil_lI I....... II llIUi Iu ...... Mlllllrl



B-2

DRYDEI 13151 OF/01/73

VOLUME OF CONICAL LEAKS DETECTABLE BY DRYWELLS

WELL TU CUNE CUNE BASE WATER LIQUID
LEAK ANGLE HEIGHT WIDTH SATURATION VOLUME
RT DEO FT RT RRAC. GAL

DR.WELL ADJACENT TO LEAK AT EDGE UF TANK
RoOnO 30 .no 10,00 5,77 4 .50 432
8.000 30.00 13,R6 8.000 .50 1l49

8,000 45,00 R.O0 8,000 ,50 664

8,000 60,00 4,62 R,000 ,50 383

LEAK A'rEDOE 0_" TANK BETWEEN TWO WELLS OF FOUR
32,611 30,00 10,00 5.774 ,50 432
32,_11 30,00 20,00 I 1,547 .50 3456
32,6;11 30,00 30,00 17,321 ,50 11 66;3
32,611 30,00 40.00 23,094 ,50 27646
32,6;11 30,00 50,00 28.R68 .50 53996;
32,611 30,00 56,4g.' 32,611 ,50 778A7

32,611 45,00 I0,00 I0,000 ,50 1296
32,611 45,00 20.00 20,000 ,50 10367
32,611 45,00 30,00 30.000 .50 3_989
32,611 45,00 32,_;1_ 32.611 ,50 44945

32,611 60,00 IO,r}O I 7,321 ,50 38FF
32,6! I 60,00 18,83 32,61 ! ,50 259_9

LEAK AT CENTER OF TANK
45,000 30,00 10,00 5,774 ,50 432
45,000 30,00 20,00 1| ,fi47 ,50 3456
45,000 30,00 30,00 17,321 ,rio I I 663

- 45.000 30,00 40,00 23,094 ,50 276_6
45,000 30.00 50.00 28,_6B ,riO 53996
45,000 30,00 60,00 34,641 ,50 93305
45,000 30,00 70,00 _0,41 5 ,50 148165
45,000 30,00 77,94 45,000 ,50 204537

45,000 45,00 10,00 10,000 ,50 12,96;

i 45,000 45,00 20,00 2,0,000 .50 1036745,000 45,00 3r_,00 30,000 ,50 3_989
45,000 45,00 40,00 40,000 ,50 F2,938
45,000 45,00 45.00 45,000 ,50 118090

45,000 60,00 !0,00 17,321 ,50 3888
45,000 60,00 20,00 34,6;41 ,50 31102'
45,000 60,00 25,98 45,000 .50 6gl79

NOW AT END

q I I_ I ' II I , , I L _
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B-3

DRYDEI 13 =56 08/01/73

VOLUME OF CONICAL LEAKS DETECTABLE BY DRYWELLS

WELL TO CONE CfjNE BASE WATER LIQUID
LEAK ANGLE HEIGHT WIDTH SATURATION VOLUME
FT DE_ FT FT FRAC, OAL

DRYWELL ADJACENT TO LEAK AT EDGE OF TANK
8.000 30.00 10.00 5.774 1.00 86`4
8.000 30.00 13.86 8.000 I .00 2?98

8.000 45,00 R.00 F .000 I.00 13'2:.7

8.000 60.00 4.a2 g .000 I.00 7a6

LEAK AT EDGE OF TANK BETWEEN TWO WELLS OF FOIIR
32._11 30.00 10.00 5.77a I .00 86a
32,611 30.00 20.00 II .5a7 I.00 6912
32.611 30.00 30.00 1 7.321 I .00 23326
32.611 30.00 40.00 23.094 1.00 55P92
32.611 30.00 50.00 28.868 I .00 107992
32.611 30.00 56.484 32.611 1.00 155693

32.6;11 45.00 10.00 10.000 1.00 2592
32,611 ,45,00 20,00 20.000 ! .00 20735
32,611 ,45.00 30.00 30,000 1,00 69979
32.611 45.00 32.61 'J 32.611 ! .00 89889

32,,611 60.00 10.00 17.32.1 I .00 7775
32,611 60,00 18,83 j 32.611 1.00 51898

LEAK AT CENTER UF TANK
,45.000 30.00 10.00 5.774 1.00 86,4
45.000 30.00 20.00 11.547 1.00 6917
.45. 000 30 , 00 30 , O0 17,321 1, O0 ?33 ? 6

.. 45,000 30,00 `40,00 23,09,4 1.00 55292
• Z5.000 30,00 50.00 28.868 1.00 107992

,45.000 30.00 60.00 3,4.641 1,00 186611
,45,000 30,00 70,00 40.,41 5 1,00 299331
,45.000 30.00 77.9 4 45.000 1.00 ,40907 ,4

45.000 45.00 I0.00 10.000 1.00 ?592
45,000 45,00 20,00 20,000 1,00 P0735
45.000 45.00 30.00 30.000 1.00 699 79
,45.000 45,00 ,40.00 40.000 I.00 165R76
45.000 45.00 45.00 a5.000 1.00 2361 79

45,000 _qO,00 I0,00 17.321 I ,00 7775
45.000 60.00 20.00 34.641 1.00 _q?_O_
45.000 60.00 25.98 45.000 1.00 136358

NOW AT END

i i , , , ,,



9-4

DRYDEI 08; 48 08/02/73

VOLUME OF CONICAL LEAKS DETECTABLE BY DRY@ELLS

WELL T 0 CIJNE CONE BASE @A TER L IOUI r_
LEAK ANGLE HEI C,HT WIDTH SATURATION VOLUME
FT DF._ FT FT FRAC, O3AL

DRY@ELL ADJACENT TO LEAK AT EDgE OF TANK
8.000 30o00 I0.00 5.774 .50 43P
F.O00 30.00 13,86 8.000 .50 I149

8,000 45.00 B.O0 8,000 ,50 6(;4

B ,000 gO .O0 4,62 8 ,000 ,50 383

LEAK AT EDGE OF TANK BETWEEN TWO IOELLS OF FOUR
3P.611 30.00 10.00 5.774 ,50 432
32.61 1 30.00 20,00 11 ,547 ,50 3456
32°611 30.00 30.00 17.321 .50 I 16_;3
32.61 ! 30.00 40.00 23.094 .50 276_6
32.611 30.00 50.00 28.868 .50 5399F;
32.611 30.00 56.48 32.611 .50 77847

32.61 ! 45.00 10.00 10.000 .50 1796
32.61 ! ,aS.O0 20.00 20.000 .50 1036"/
32.6;1 I 45.00 30.00 30.000 .50 34989
32._11 45.00 32.61 32.611 .50 44945

32.611 6;0.00 10.00 17.321 .50 3888
32.611 60.00 18.B3 32.F;! I ,50 759_9

LEAK AT CENTER OF TANK
45.000 30.00 I0.00 5 .'7?4 .50 a37
aS.000 30.00 9.0.00 11.547 .50 32156;
45.000 30.00 30.00 ! 7.321 .50 1 I _,_
45.000 30.00 110.00 23.09 4 . 50 ?'76 ZlF;
45.000 30.00 50.00 28._;8 .50 53996
45.000 30.00 60.00 3a._Zll .50 93305
45.000 30.00 '70.00 40. LII5 .50 1481 65
45.000 30.00 7'7.94 45.000 .50 P0,453 7

45.000 a5.00 10.00 10.000 .50 1296
45.000 45.00 20.00 70.000 .50 10367
45.000 45.00 30.00 30.000 .50 349_9
45.000 45.00 40.00 40.000 .50 _?938
45.000 45.00 45.00 45.000 .50 118090

45.000 6;0.00 10.00 I 7.321 .50 3888
45.000 6;0.00 20.00 34.6;41 .50 311 O?
45.000 gO . 00 9.5.98 45. 000 .50 <q81 '79

NOW AT END

0B,52 RAN 0 MINS O.2B SECS



B-5

DRYDEI 08:56 08/02,/73

VOLUME OF CUNICAL LEAKS DETECTABLE BY DRYWELLS

WELL TO CONE CONE BAS_ WATER LIQUID
LEAK ANQLE HEI P_HT WIDTH SATIIR_TI ON VOLUME
FT DEG FT _'T F_AC. GAL

DRYWELL ADJACENT TO LEAK AT EDGE OF TANK
8,000 30.00 I0,00 5.774 I .00 864
8.000 30.00 13o86 8.000 I .00 2298

8.000 45.00 8o00 8.000 ! .00 1327

8,000 60.00 4,62, 8.000 I .00 766

LEAK AT EDGE UF TANK BETWEEN TWO WELLS OF FOUR
32.611 30.00 10.00 5.774 1.00 F6a
32.61 ! 30.00 20.00 11.547 1.00 6912
32.611 30.00 30.00 ! 7.32,1 1.00 23326
32.611 30.00 40.00 23.094 1.00 55292
32.611 30.00 50.00 28.868 I .00 107992
32.611 30.00 56.4R 32.611 I .00 155693

32.611 45.00 10.00 10.000 1.00 2592
32.611 45,00 20.00 20.000 1.00 20735
32._;! 1 45.00 30.00 30.000 I .00 69979
32.611 45.00 32.61 32.611 ! .00 t_ggF9

32 , 61 I 60,00 10,00 1 7.321 1.00 7775
32._;11 60.00 18.83 32.611 1.00 51898

LEAK AT CENTER OF TANK
45.000 30.00 lO.nO 5.774 I.00 864
45,000 30,00 20.00 11.547 1.00 6912
45.000 30,00 30.00 17.321 I ,00 23326
45.000 30.00 40.00 23.n94 1.00 55292
45.000 30.00 50.00 28.868 I .00 10799?
45.000 30.00 60.00 34.641 ! .00 186611
45.000 30,00 70.00 40.41 5 1.00 296331
45.000 30.00 77.94 45.000 1.00 409074

45.000 45.00 10®00 10.000 1.00 259P
45.000 45.00 20.00 20.000 1.00 ?0735
45.000 45.00 30.00 30.000 I.00 69979
45.000 45,00 AO,O0 40,000 I.00 165876
45,000 45,00 45.00 45,000 1 .00 2361 79

45.000 60.00 10.00 17.321 1.00 7775
45.000 60.00 20.00 34._41 I .00 62204
45.000 60.00 25.98 45.000 1.00 136358

NOW AT END

09=01 RAN 0 MINS 0.28 SECS
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C-1

DRYD_ IAt 53 08/08/73

VOLUME OF CONICAL LEAKS DETECTABLE BY DRYWELLS

LEAR RATE = 1.600 qALLUNS PER MINUTE.

LEAK TO CONE WATER DETECT MUNITORINP_ INTERVALtDAYS
WELL ANOLE SAT. TIME 0 I 7 30

FT DEO_ FRAC. DAYS MAX. DETECTED LI.(_UID VOLUME, GALLONS

LEAK AT EDGE OF TANK HALFWAY RETWEEN TWO k,ELLS OF TWU
58.9_q 30.0 .75 P9.95 230OAR 232,352 2A61 7_q 2991 6IR
58.96 30.0 .50 199.6;9 ,a_;0095 a62399 _7_q?23 5_9715
5c' .9_ 30.0 1.00 399.39 920191 922495 93_;319 9f_9311

58.96; 45.0 .75 57.6;5 13Pgl_ 135122 I 4Rga6 ?01938
98.96 a5.0 .50 119.29 ?656:36 7679,_0 281764 334756
5_.96; _5.0 1.00 230.59 531772 533576; 5a7_00 600392

58.9(q g[O.O .75 .x3 .Sg 761q83 78987 92811 145803
58.96; 6;0.0 .50 66;. 56; 153365 1556;69 169493 272'_85
58.9(:; 6;0.0 1.00 133.13 30 _q730 309034 3?2858 375850

LEA_K AT EDGE OF TAN}( HALFWAY BETWEK_ T1_fj WELLS UF THREE
49.07 30.0 .75 34q.PlR 9359C) 85894 99718 159710
_2.07 30.0 .50 77.5_q 1_7181 16q_85 183309 236301
4P.07 30.0 1.00 145.12 334362 33 666_q 350z90 403_F?

42.07 -_5.0 .75 20.95 48261 50565 64389 117381
42.07 _5.0 .50 41 .Ia9 9_527 9IRFP.6 112_q50 165642
_2.07 a5.0 1.00 83.79 19304_ 195348 209172 7621 6zt

z_2.07 6;0.0 .25 12.09 27R63 3016;7 _3991 96983
42.07 6;0.0 .50 2a.19 55727 58031 /1855 12_847
a2.07 aO.O 1 .00 ag.37 I1145a 113758 1?758_2 18057a

LEAK AT EDGE OF TANK H_LFWAY RETI_EEN "e_dOh/ELLS OF FUI]R
32.61 30.0 .25 16.89 3g923 a!227 55051 lOFOa3
32.tq1 30.0 .50 33.79 771R_)7 80151 93975 1,_69 t':;7
32.6;1 30.0 1.00 _q7.58 1556;93 157997 171871 ??agl3

32.61 _.5.0 .?5 9.75 ?247? ? 2_776 38600 91592
3P_,_I _5o0 o50 19,51 2_.9A5 477_9 6;1073 II_06;5
32.61 ,aS.0 1.00 39.01 8981R9 97193 106;01"7 159009

32,6;1 ¢;0,0 .?5 5.6;3 l?,97A 19,°.78 ?9102 87094
3_.61 6;0.0 .50 II.?6; 25949 78?53 4?07.7 9506;9
32 .tql 60.0 ! .00 2.2.53 5189R 5aSOP 6;802 _; 171018

NOW AT END

IA:57 WA_I 0 MINS 0.28 SEC,_



C-2

DRYDFIX 14: ,_i OIR/Og/73

VOLIIME OF CONICAL LtAK.q DETECTABLE BY DRYWELI..q

LEAK RAT'E. : 1.600 r,ALLONS PER MINUTE

LE_}t TO CUNE WATER DETECT HU!¢ITORI NO, INTERVPL, DAYS
WELL ANGLE SRT. TIME 0 I 7 30

FT PEG FRAC. r)AYq MAX. DETECTED LIQUI D VOLUME, qALI.ONS

LEAK AT EDGE OF TANK HALFWAY BETWEEN TWO IJELLq UF FIVE

26.75 30.0 .75 9.33 9, 1 -_90 9,3794 376;18 90610
?6.75 30.0 .50 18.65 42979 _5283 59107 1I7099

'26.75 30.0 |.C_O 37,31 85958 giRT6;P |O?Ot_6; 15507_

?6.75 a5.0 .P5 5.3_ I?a07 la711 28535 B15'27
?_.75 _5.0 .50 10.77 2_81_ ?,71 18 A09_? 93934

?6.75 45.0 1.00 ?1.54 _9_?8 51937 65756 llS7_

76.75 60.0 .75 3.11 7163 94_7 ?379l 76?83

76.75 60.0 .50 6.?? 1437_ 16630 30_5_ S,X_6
76.75 60.0 I ,00 ] I_../ill 28653 30957 4_77. l _7773

LEAK AT EDr_E OF" 'rANK HALRhIAY UET_EEN TWO WELL.q OF SIX

22.83 30.0 ,75 5.80 13354 15658 29_87 82a74

??o_3 30.0 o50 IIo59 ?6707 7901 I 4Pg35 95_77
_.? ._3 30.0 l.O0 73.|8 53_l_ 557l f_ 695_? l?753_

2'2,83 _5.0 .75 3,35 7710 1001 4 73fK38 76830

P_.83 _5.0 .50 6.R9 15_19 l77'23 3]5_7 Ix4539

72.83 45.0 l,00 13.3g 30839 331 43 _6;96;7 99959

'27 .g3 6;0.0 .75 I .93 a_5l 6755 ?0579 73571

?? .S3 60.0 .50 3.8_q tggOP 1 l P06; ?5030 780?'2
• P'2.g3 _0.0 1.00 7.73 l 7805 70109 33933 86;9?.5

LEAK AT EDr,E UF TANK HALFWAY BETWEEN TWO WELLS (jR SEWEN

• 20.05 30.0 .75 3.93 9044 113a8 7517? 7R164
'20.05 30.0 .50 7.[R5 l gO_8 ?039? 34216 g7?Og
'20.05 30.0 1.00 15.70 3_ql 75 31Ra79 5P303 105795

P0.05 45.0 .P5 ?.77 5??1 75?.5 ?13_9 7_3_1
'20.05 a5.0 .50 _.53 l 0._,_3 l ?7zl7 76;571 79563
?0.05 _5.O I.NO 9.07 ?0886 ?3190 3701 a 90006;

?0.05 6;0.0 .?5 1.31 3015 5319 191a3 77.135
?0.05 60.0 .50 ?.6;? 6;0?,,9 8333 ?7157 751 _9
_0.05 60.0 1.00 5.73 l?05g 1436;2 78186 81178

NOW AT END

14:48 RAN 0 MIN._ 0.35 SECS



C-3

DRY D_'; 15: OZ_ n8/08/73

VULUME OF CUNICAL L_KS DRTEC'rABLE BY DRYIaELLS

LEAK RATE : 1.600 GALLOrJ._ PER MINUTE

LEAK TU CONE _.]A'rERDE'.TECT MUNITORI No: !NT'{.RVhL,r)AY_
WELl. A NGLr. ._AT. TI ME 0 I 7 30
RT DEG RRAC. DAYS M_X. DETECTED LIf_UID VULUME,GALLUNS

LEAK AT EDO:E (jr TANK HALF'WAY BET_,tEEN TWO WELL._ OF RIRTEEN
11.77 30.0 .75 .79 1831 a135 19959 70951
l l .77 30.0 .50 1.59 3661 5965 1977,9 77781
11,77 30,0 1.00 3.1g 73?3 96?7 732_51 76aa3

1 1.77 _5.0 .75 .a6 1057 3361 17185 701 77
I 1.77 a5.0 .50 .9P ?l 1a a_18 187,_? 7173_
11.77 _5.0 1 .00 1 .g3 _??8 6532 ?0356; 733a_

1 ! .77 60.0 .25 .26 6;10 791 a 16739 69730
I 1.77 6;0.0 .50 .53 1220 352A 173A8 703_0
11.77 6;0.0 1.00 1.06 ?,_al aTa5 1856;9 71561

LEAK AT EDGE (jR TANK HALRWAY BETWEEn/ TWO WELLS OF T_JENTY

10.30 30.0 .75 .53 17.?.5 3529 17353 7032t5
10.30 30.0 .5O 1 .0_q P1450 2175 zt 18579 71570

t 10.30 30.0 1 .00 2.13 ,_900 7?0_ 71078 72J07 0

1 10.30 2t5.0 .75 .31 707 3011 1 6835 6;9R77
( 10.30 ,_5.0 .50 .6;1 12115 371 9 ! 75A3 70535

10.30 _5.0 1 .00 1.73 ?829 5133 18957 719_9

10.30 60.0 .P5 .18 _08 P'tl? 16636 tq952F
10.30 60.0 .50 .35 817 31?1 169_5 6;9937

• 10.30 60.0 1.00 .71 16;33 3937 17761 70753

LEAK AT EDGE OF TANK HALFVAY BETWEEN TWO WELLS 0B"THIR.rY
9.09 30.0 .?5 .37 Ra_ 31_8 l_977 6;996_

• 9.09 30.0 .50 .73 16Rtg 399_ 17716 70_08
9.09 30.0 ! .00 ! .47 3376 5680 1950_ 77,_9 6;

9.09 _5.0 .75 .?I ,_87 ?.791 16615 69607
9.n9 2t5.0 .5o ._. 975 3?79 17103 70095
9.09 _5.0 I .flO .85 1949 _.253 18077 71069

9.09 60.0 .75 .12 281 ?585 16a09 69_01
9o09 60.0 .50 .?A 563 ?867 16691 69683
9.09 60.0 1.00 ./_9 11P5 3429 17753 707_5

NOW AT END

15:09 RAN 0 MINS 0.321 $ECq



C-4

DRYDF,3 14:58 08/08/73

VOLUME OF CONICAL LEAKS DETECTABLE BY D_YWELLS

LEAR mATE : 1.600 C_ALLONSPER MINUTF.

LFAK TO CONE WATER DETECT MONITORING INTERVAL,DAYS
WELL ANnLF. SAT. TIME 0 I 7 30
FT DEn FRAC. DAYS MAX. DETECTED LIQUID VOLUME,_ALLUNS

LEAK AT EDGE (jRTANI_ HALFWAY BETWEEN TWO WELLS OF EIGHT
17.99 30.0 .?5 2.8a 6;53R 8842 226;66 7565F
17.99 30.0 .50 5.6R 1307_ 15380 29?04 F?196
17,99 30,0 I,00 II,35 261 52 28456 _2280 9527?

17.99 _5.0 .?5 l.g_ 3775 6079 19903 72895
17,99 45,0 ,50 3.28 7549 9853 23677 76669
17.99 45.0 l .00 6;.55 15099 17_03 312_7 F_?19

17.99 60.0 .?5 .95 ?179 4483 18307 71299
17,99 60,0 ,50 1,?9 _359 666?; PO_g7 73_79
17,99 60.0 1,00 3.78 871 7 llO?l ?_8_5 778_37

LEAK AT EDnE (jFTANK HALFWAY BET_IEEN TWU WELLS OF NINE
16.43 30.0 .25 2.16 4974 7?.78 21102 7_094
16,_3 30.0 ,50 4,37. 9947 I?.751 26075 79067
16. z_3 30.0 1.00 8.63 19S9_ ?.219g 360??. 89014

16._3 45.0 .25 1.?.5 2871 5175 18999 71991
16.43 ,_5.0 .50 2.49 5743 80,_7 21871 7_863
16.43 _5.0 1.00 4.99 11486 13790 ?.761_ 80606

16,43 60,0 ,25 ,72 16;5_ 3962 17786; 7077[g
16,43 60,0 ,50 I,44 3316 5620 19_44 7?436
16,43 60,0 1,00 ?oF8 6_31 8935 ?.2759 75751

LEAK AT EDGE tjFTANK HALRWAY BETIJF.ENTWU WELLS OF TEN
' 15.20 30.0 .25 I.71 3.9_I 67,45 ?.0069 73061

15.?0 30.0 .50 3.42 7881 lOiS5 24009 77001
15,?0 30.0 I .00 6._,_ 15763 18067 31891 848F3

15.20 45.0 .25 .99 2275 4579 18_03 71395
15.?0 _5.0 .50 I.97 _550 6_5_ 2067_ 73_70
15.20 45.0 1.00 3.95 9101 11 405 25?29 7F221

15.20 60.0 .25 .57 131 -_ 36;IF 17z,,_2 70 z_3,_
15,20 613,0 ,50 I,14 ?.627 _93 1 18755 71747
15.?0 60.0 1,00 ?.?.8 5?54 7558 ?.1387 74374

NOW AT END

15._03 RAN 0 _INS 0.35 SECS



C-5

DRYD--_ | zl: zjt_ 08/OB/.13

65 B=37.5
67 C--45.5
69 GI=I ._
FO DHF VNA(B,C,N)=SQR(Rt2+Ct2-2.B*C*(3,0S(2,&PII21N))
I00 PRINT " VOLUME OF CONICAL LEA}_S DETECTABLE _Y F)RYWELLS"
II0 PRINT
112 PRINT USING l13,Gl
I13 • LEA}{ RATE :###.### GALLONS PER MINUTE
II4 PRINT
120 S=3
130 T:3
140 U=3
150 DIM W(I0)$(72)
160 W(1)$:" LEAK _T EDGE O_ T_N}{ HALFWAY nETWEEN TWO WELLS OF FIVE"
170 W(2)$:" LEAR AT EDGE OF T_NK HALFWAY _ETWEEN TWO WELLS OF SIX"
It_OW(E)$--" LF._K AT EDGE 0B"T_NK HALFWAY _ETWEEN TWO WFLLS OF SEVEN

H

190 U(1):30
200 U(?) :45
210 U(3)=_O
220T(1 ):U( 1)_2*&PI/3_.O
230 T(2) : U(2)*2*&PI/360
2aO T(3):U(3)*2*&PI/3_0
250 SCI):.25
260 S(2)=.50
2"t0 S(3):1
280 L(I):FNA(B,C,5)
290 L(3):FNA(_,C,'t)
300 _l :.33
310 AI:45,5/SOR(2)
320 A2:37.5- AI
330 L(2)=FNA(R_C,_)

• 3,_0 HI =60
350 PRIHT USING 360
360 "LEA}{ TO CUNE WAT_.R DETECT MONITORING INTERV_L, DDY.q
370 PRI NT USI NG 3_0
3t_O • WELL ANO_LE SAT. TIME 0 I 7

SO
390 PRINT USINr_aO0
400 : FT D_,; FRAO. DAYS MAX. DETECTED LIQUID VOLUME, nALLON

£
a!O PRI NT



C-6

g20 FOR _- 1 TO
,_.XO PR ! NT W(N) .¢
_40 FOR M:| TO T
_50 H,_:O
4_0 H_:Ha+IO00
470 FOR U=I TO IJ
,_0 H3:L(N) IT# NCTC_)
-_90 IF H_<H3 GIj TO 510
500 Ha= H3
510 CUNTINUE
520 LI =H_T#N(T(_)
530 VI=I/3,_&PI *LI 'r2*H,_*EI,S(O)
539 _P=V1_7.5
5,_0 PRINT U_IN_ 550,L(N),LJ(h_),S(O),vP/r,I/I4._O,U2,VP+GI,I.a_O,V2+_I_I_AO*?

, vP+ql,_ l _0.30
550 .###.## ###.# #.## ###.## ####### ####### ####### ####

###
5_.0 _RXT 0
5"70 IF H,_:].{5 _0 TO 590
5fRO GO TO _0
590 CONTINUE
_00 PRI NT
_lO NEXT M
620 PRI NT
&_O NEXT N
_E_DY
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LATER] 2.I:05 08107173

_POLUMS OR CO_ICAL LF.A_.SDETECTABLR. BY PARaLLEl. LATERAL.q

LATER_L CONF. MAXIMUM teaTER LIQUID DAYS TO
DEPTH A_LE LATERAL SATU_ATI ON VOLUMF. DETF.CT

RT DEGREES S'PACING RRACTIuN G_.LI.ON_ AT I.g GPM
FT

2..00 30.00 ?.31 ._5 I.73 .001
2.00 30.00 ?.31 .50 3.4_ .001
2.00 30.00 P.31 ! .00 _.9! .003

4.00 ,SO.ON a.67 .75 13.g2 .ON6
.NO 30 .NO `4. _9 .50 p.7. _5 .0 I

4.00 30.nO `4.62 1.00 55.29 .0_

6.00 30,00 6.g3 .25 4_.g3 .020
6.00 30.00 _;. 93 .30 g3.31 .0,_0
_;.00 30.00 6.93 ] .00 l_;o_;l .081

8.00 30.00 9.P,_ .23 I1o. 3t:_ .04g
.00 30.00 g.24 .50 2?. 1.1 7 .096

8.00 30.00 9.24 1.00 4_2,3,a .192

10.00 30.00 II.53 .25 21 5.98 .O9,a
10.00 30°00 11.35 .30 ,a31.97 .1_7
I0.00 30.00 11.35 1.00 g_;3.9`4 .375

12.00 30.00 13 .tm_ .73 3 73.22 . J 62
12.00 ,'4;0.00 13 ._6 .50 74_. z_zt .32,_
12.00 30.00 13.8_ I .00 1492.88 ._;48

1 a oO0 30.00 I g. 1 7 .25 59P.gg .P57
, 1,a.O0 30.00 1 _.l 7 .50 1185.32 .51 ,a

1,4.00 30.00 16.17 1 .00 2370._5 1.029

16.00 30.00 18. z_t_ .25 8_,4.67 .394
I _.00 30.00 I 8.48 .50 17_9.3,_ .76g
16.00 30.00 18.4g 1.00 353g._9 ! .536

18.00 30.00 20,78 .p5 1259 ._2 .547
18.00 30.00 20.7_ .50 2519.24 1.093
1_ .00 30.00 20. "tt_ 1.00 3038. _9 'P. 187

20.00 30.00 2,3.09 .25 17_ 7.8_ °730

20°00 30.00 23.09 .50 3_55.'t5 1.500
20.00 30.00 23.09 1.00 691 I .5_ 3.000



D-2

LATE_I OIR; 01 01_/08/73

VOLUME OF CONICAL LEhK.S r)_TECTARLE RY PARALLEL LATERALS

LA TER,_L CONE MPXI MIJM WATER LIQUID DAYS TO
DEPTH A N6LF. L/_TERAL SATIJR/_TION VULUME DETECT
FT D_AREES ,_PACIP_ .='R.e_fiTIUN _/_LL(JNS AT I,6 P_pM

FT

2.00 45.00 4.00 .25 5.1B .002
2.00 45.00 4.00 .50 10.37 .004
2.00 45.00 4.00 I .00 20.75 .009

4.00 _5.00 g.O0 .25 41.47 .018
a.O0 45.00 8.00 .50 82.9Zl .036
4.00 aS.00 8.00 I.00 I_q5.88 .072

6.UO _5.00 12.00 .75 139.96 .0_1
6.00 45.00 12.00 .50 279.92 . 12 I
6.00 45.00 !?.00 I .OO 559.83 .2,_3

8.00 _5.00 16.00 .25 331.75 . 1 _J'
F .00 ,_5.00 16.00 .50 66.X .50 .PBF
8.00 45.00 16.00 I .00 1327.01 .576;

10,00 45,00 20.00 .25 6_7.95 .?81
I0.00 45.00 ?0.00 .50 1295.91 .56?
I 0.00 45.00 20.00 1.00 2591.81 l . 125

12.00 45.00 24.00 .25 I 119.66 .486
12.00 45.00 24.00 . 50 2239.33 .97?
I?.00 _5.00 2,a.00 I .00 4,a78.65 I .94_

I 4.00 45.00 28.00 .25 1777.98 .77?
I4.00 A5.00 71_.00 ,50 3555.97 1 .5_3
14.00 45.00 212.00 1.00 7111.9 4 3.087

16.00 45.00 32.00 .25 2654,02 I . 152
16.00 45.00 32.00 .50 530B.03 2.304
1 6.00 45.00 32.00 ! .00 10616;.07 a.608

18.00 45.00 36.00 .25 377B._6 1 .6_0
Ig.O0 45.00 36.00 .50 7557.73 3,280
18.00 45.00 36.00 1.00 15115._6 6.561

20.00 a5.00 40.00 .25 5183.63 P.250
20.00 45.00 aO.00 .50 10367.25 a.500
20.00 45.00 40.00 l .00 20734.51 t_.999

'IIII'.... PPlI' liar up rqq, ;llq,........
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LATERI 21; I_ OR/07/'73

100 PRINT "VOLUME OF CONICAL LEAKS DETECTABLE BY PARALLEL LATERALS"
110 PRINT
120 S=1
130 T:3
I_0 U:_
150 DIM W(10)$(72)
190 U(1)=30
200 U(2):45
210 U(3) :GO
?20T(I ) :U(! ),k2w_&PI/360
2,._0 T(2) : UC2).2*&PI/3GO
?40 T(3):U(3)*2*&PI/3GO
250 F(1):.25
260 S(2):.50
270 S(3):1
280 L( I ):8
290 L(3):a5
,:300 El :,33
310 A1:45.5/SQR(?)
,:320 A2:37.5- AI
330 L(2)zSQR(AI _2+A2t2)
340 H1:60
350 P_INT USING 3GO
3GO : LATERAL CONE MAXIMUM WATER LIQUID DAY.q TO
370 PRINT USING 380
380 ." DEPTH ANr_LE LATERAL SATUR_TI UN VOLUME DETECT
390 PRINT USING ann
aO0 I _T DEGREES SPACING FRACTION GALLONS AT 1.6 GPM
at0 PRINT " FT"
,a'20r(jeN:I "tO ._
aaO FOR M:I TU T
450 Ha:O
,aGO H4:Ha+2
470 FOR U::1 TU U
480 H3:20
a.gO IF H4<H3 GO TO 510
500 Ha=H3
510 CUNTINUE

• 520 LI:HA*TAN(T(M))
530 VI: 1/3*&PI _LI 1'2*H,aw(F,l.S(O)
540 PRI NT USING 550,Ha, U(M) ,2-1,1 ,S( O)_tlIW(7,5,UIw_?,5/l o6/l aaO
550 : ##.## ####.## ####.## #.## ######.## #####.###
560 NEXT 0
5_5 PRINT
570 IF Ha:HE GO TO 590
580 _0 TO 46:0
590 CONTINUE
600 PRI NT
610 NEXT M
62.0PRI NT
&_O NEXT N

.... 'III'
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LATER1 08:02 08/08/73

VOLUME OF CONICAL LE_KS DETECTABLE BY PARALLEL LATERALS

LATERAL CONE MAXIMUM WATER LIQUID DAYS TU
DEPTH ANGLE LATERAL SATURA TION VOLUME DETECT
FT DKP,_EE.q SPACIN('_ FRACTION GALLONS AT 1,6 GPM

RT

2.00 60.00 6.93 .25 I 5.55 .007
?..00 60.00 6.93 .50 31,10 .013
2.00 6;0.00 6,93 1.00 62.20 .027

4.00 60.00 13..a6 .25 124.,_1 .054
4.00 60 . 00 13.8,<; . 50 2 _B . 81 . 10g
4.00 6;0. 00 13 . 8 6 1. O0 a97, ,";3 .21 _;

6,'00 6;0.00 20 .Tg .25 _19.87 . ! R?
6.00 _0.00 20.7?, .50 839.75 .3 6,4
6.00 60.00 20.78 I .00 1679.50 .779

,00 60,00 77,71 ,_5 995,?.6 ,_3?.
8,00 60.00 77,71 .50 1990.51 o864
8.00 60.00 77,71 I,00 3981.03 1,778

10.00 6;0.00 34.6_ .?5 19,43.86 .?,_a
I0,00 60.00 34._ .50 3887.72 I.6_7
10o00 60o00 3/I.6ZI i .00 7775.LlZl ,Xo375

12.00 60.00 .al .57 .75 3358.99 1._58
I?,00 60,00 ,al ,57 ,50 671 7,98 ?,916;
IP,.O0 60.00 41.57 I.00 13_35.96 5._37

I ,_,00 6;0.00 4_.50 .25 5333.95 ?.315
I_,00 60,00 _8,50 .50 10667.91 _.630
I LI.O0 60,00 _18.50 ] .00 P_1335,gl 9,760

16.00 60,00 55.a3 .25 796?.05 3 ,a56;
I6.00 60.00 55. _3 ,50 1599A.I 0 6.91?
16;,00 60,00 55,Z13 1.00 318_.?1 13._?3

Ig.O0 6;0.00 62.35 .25 11336.59 4.970
18.00 60,00 62.35 .50 22673 ,19 9,B41
18.00 60,00 6P.o35 1 ,00 Z153_'16;o3 7 19o68_

20.00 60.00 69.?8 .?.5 15550.88 a.750
20o00 60o00 69.28 ,50 31101 ,76 13.t199

20.00 60.00 69.7g I.00 62203.53 26.998
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